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ABSTRACT
CAMILLE LEIGH COMER; The Ambivalent Struggle Between Mothers and Daughters
in Four Contemporary Novels
(Under the direction ofDr. Natalie Schroeder)
The following thesis analyzes the mother-daughter relationships in Rebecca
Wells’ Little Altars Everywhere and Divine Secrets ofthe Ya~Ya Sisterhood, Janet Fitch’s
White Oleander and Sue Monk Kidd’s The Secret Life ofBees. Attempting to illustrate
the central significance of relations between mothers and daughters in everyday life, I
chose the four novels based on their recent popularity in mainstream society. For
instance, both Divine Secrets and White Oleander have been made into films within the
past few years.
In gathering data for my thesis, I focused on information explaining why the
relationships between mothers and daughters are especially potent and decided upon the
works of Adrienne Rich and Nancy Chodorow as chief supportive sources. Although
both women wrote primarily in the 1970s and early 1980s, their theories on mothers and
daughters were extremely applicable to the characters in the four selected novels.
The introduction contains a general analysis ofthemes in women’s literature such
as suppression by the patriarchy and the forming of homosocial relationships as a method
of gaining power. The paper then narrows to focus on the two central mother figures—
the universal mother and the biological mother.
IV

Chapter one examines the different manifestations ofthe universal mother within
the four novels—^Mother Earth, the Holy Virgin, A Moon Goddess—^and examines their
influence on the characters and their relationships with their biological mothers. Chapter
two switches to an examination ofthe overwhelming biological mother figure in the
novels and the daughters’ struggles for selfhood.
The thesis concludes that while conflict between the biological mother and
daughter is often a necessity in order for the daughter to attain a separate identity,
reconciliation must also occur for either party to achieve happiness. Through conflict, the
daughters are able to separate their mothers from the perfection ofthe universal mother
and move toward becoming unique individuals. However, each daughter also at least
partially returns to her mother by the novel’s end, bringing resolution and healing to the
mother-daughter bond.
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INTRODUCTION
Literary critic and poet Adrienne Rich^ writes that the one “unifying,
incontrovertible” experience shared by all people in the world is the “months-long period
we spent unfolding inside a woman’s body.” Furthermore, due to the labor division
present in human societies in which the woman is almost always the primary caregiver,
“most of us first know both love and disappointment, power and tenderness, in the person
of a woman”(11).
An examination ofcontemporary literature reveals the mother-daughter
relationship as “the central problem offemale experience”(Rosenman ix). The magic of
mothers and daughters and the fragile and fierce relations between them has become a
decidedly fashionable topic for critical analysis.
Within the past decade, a new branch offeminist literature has emerged
that explores what it means to be a mother, a daughter and a woman. This offshoot of
feminist work has moved beyond the obscure academic text to gain popularity in
mainstream society. Women writing about women see their works become national
bestsellers week after week, and their novels find their way into college classrooms and
coffee house discussions alike. Struggling simultaneously for separation and unity,
mothers and daughters move quickly from the printed page to cinematic stardom— all
these things suggesting the powerful role ofthe mother-daughter relationship in human
life.

Finding Adrienne Rich’s OfWoman Bom to contain a multitude ofconcise and well-ordered sources, I
quote her extensively throu^out the following pages. Rich’s arguments touch upon a large majority of the
subject matter within the discussed novels; in fact, in a note to the reader, Rebecca Wells acknowledges
Rich as her coach while writing Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood.
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Four relatively recent illustrations ofthe poignant world that exists between a
mother and daughter are found in Little Altars Everywhere and Divine Secrets ofthe YaYa Sisterhood by Rebecca Wells^; The Secret Life ofBees by Sue Monk Kidd and White
Oleander by Janet Fitch. Set in present-day California to 1960s South Carolina, these
novels contain a vast array ofcharacters and a plethora ofconflicts, but each work has at
its center a mother and a daughter, struggling for definition, for survival, for
understanding and for love.
I. MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS:THE QUEST FOR SELFHOOD
Rich believed the experience of motherhood to be a central element in
understanding human culture. However, while feminist literature began to gain validity as
a source ofstudy in the early 1970s, Rich noted that nothing was being written on
motherhood as an issue in itself She writes:“We carry the imprint ofthis experience for
life, even into our dying. Yet there has been a strange lack of material to help us
understand and use it. We know more about the air we breathe, the seas we travel, than
about the nature and meaning of motherhood”(11).
The end ofthe decade saw attempts to address these issues with works such as
Nancy Chodorow’s The Reproduction ofMothering, which strives to explore the
experience of mothering despite its unappreciated status in society. Employing Freudian
theory, Chodorow analyzes the differences that exist in a woman’s experience of
mothering a daughter as opposed to a son, as well as the effect ofthe pre-oedipal, oedipal
and post-oedipal development stages on the mother-child relationship.

^ I focus primarily on Divine Secrets, but I have included Well’s first novel. Little Altars Everywhere, as it
offers plot history and further insight into the lives ofthe central characters.
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Because children first identify with their mothers, Chodorow writes, girls are able
to remain on a continuous path toward gender and role identification for the duration of
their lives. A boy, however, must experience an oedipal crisis that allows him
identification with his father and separation fi’om his mother(174). This difference in the
way children experience the oedipal stages and gain gender identity often causes
difficulties for the female;
A girl identifies with and is expected to identify with her mother in order to attain
her adult feminine identification and learn her adult gender role. At the same time
she must be sufficiently differentiated to grow up and experience herself as a
separate individual— must overcome primary identification while maintaining
and building a secondary identification.(177)
Peter Bios, in his psychoanalytic study ofadolescence, claims that a main issue of
early youth is “object relinquishment and object finding,”or the process by which a child
must give up incestuous love objects(mother, father, siblings) in favor ofother primary
objects that will enable the child to enter the nonfamilial relational world. Bios suggests
that the mother-daughter relationship makes this process significantly more difficult for
girls as “the prolonged and painful severance from the mother constitutes the major task
ofthis period”(qtd. in Chodorow Reproduction 135).
Bios goes on to say that because the female child is not required to change her
focus to achieve gender identification as is the male child, her primary identification with
her mother achieves such strength that separation into her own person becomes a source
ofgreat conflict. The daughter might act and feel as ifshe is “unconsciously one with her
mother”(136).
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Psychoanalysts Helene Deutsch and Alice Balint both acknowledge the role ofthe
mother in contributing to separation difficulties:
Mothers feel ambivalent toward their daughters, and react to their daughters’
ambivalence toward them. They desire both to keep daughters close and to push
them into adulthood. This ambivalence in turn creates more anxiety in their
daughters and provokes attempts by these daughters to break away.(qtd. in
Reproduction 135)
Ellen Bayuk Rosenman writes ofthe overwhelming influence ofthe motherdaughter relationship in the works of Virginia Woolf Rosenman views the relationship as
“the source and center offemale identity” (viii). She states that Woolfs work addresses
the ways in which a mother continues to “create her daughter long after she actually gives
birth” (ix). A bond of“both coherence and conflict, ofstability and threats,” characterizes
the mother-daughter relationship, and “the daughter must define herself both with and
against the mother to achieve selfhood ... the mother-daughter relationship [is] the
central problem offemale experience (viii).
n. ATTACKING THE PATRIARCHY: THE BATTLE FOR A FEMINIST VOICE
Although long recognized by feminists authors as a central component in
women’s lives, the mother-daughter relationship gained little critical literary attention
until the late-1970s. Before specific aspects offemininity could be examined—such as
the connections between mothers and daughters—women first had to gain basic
acceptance in a male-dominated literary world and develop a unique ideology for
women’s work.
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In “Toward a Feminist Poetics,” Elaine Showalter analyzes the plight offeminist
criticism in the 1970s, expressing her dissatisfaction at realizing “that ofall the
approaches to English studies current in the 1970s, feminist criticism [was]the most
isolated and the least understood”(1375). According to Showalter, men reading feminist
work employed their own methodologies in analyzing women’s texts, concluding that
feminist criticism must ofcourse be concerned with the phallus or “obsessed with
destroying great male artists”(1375).
However, women found developing their own distinctive rulebook more difficult
than expected. Showalter writes that two main problems with feminist criticism in the
1970s were the “absence ofa clearly articulated theory” and the “activist’s suspicion of
theory ...”(1376). From a male viewpoint, the absence ofthe ordered theory found in
masculine criticism left the femininist counterpart open to attack and without foundation.
However,following the same pattern as men would have likely succeeded in destroying
what was feminine. Showalter writes offeminist Mary Daly who views any form of
methodology as a tool of patriarchy and portrays the “academic demand for theory ..

. as

a threat to the feminist need for authenticity...” (1376).
Adrienne Rich writes in 1976 of women awakening to their collective captivity by
the masculine world.
For the first time in history, a pervasive recognition is developing that the
patriarchal system cannot answer for itself; [that the] global domination of women
by men can no longer be either denied or defended. When we acknowledge this,
we tear open the relationship at the core ofall power-relationships, a tangle of
lust, violence, possession, fear, conscious longing, unconscious hostility... we are
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in a position to look around us at the Kingdom ofFathers and take its measure.
What we see is the one system which recorded civilization has never actively
challenged, and which has been so universal as to seem a law of nature.(56)
Considering the global community, Rich asserts that whether she is a Chinese
village doctor, American millionaire’s wife or a European lesbian, because she is a
woman, she will live under the “power ofthe fathers”(58).
[Patriarchy is a]familial-social, ideological, political system in which men—^by
force, direct pressure, or through ritual, tradition, law and language, customs,
etiquette, education, and the division oflabor, determine what part women shall
or shall not play, and in which the female is everywhere subsumed under the
male.(57)
The pervading patriarchal society becomes the enemy of all that is female,
especially to a closer consideration ofthe potent and potentially threatening relationship
between two women. Even the rare matrilineal societies, in which kinship is traced and
property inherited through the maternal line, are in actuality, no more than variations on
the western patriarchal society(58). Even in societies where a woman acts as an equal
provider or is given matriarchal status within her own household,“every mother must
deliver her children over within a few years oftheir birth to the patriarchal system of
education, oflaw, ofreligion, ofsexual codes; she is, in fact, expected to prepare them to
enter that system without rebelliousness or ‘maladjustment’ and to perpetuate it in their
own adult lives”(61).
Thus, patriarchal control seems largely responsible for the lack of material
analyzing the centrality ofthe mother-daughter relationship. Rich writes.
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Women have been both mothers and daughters, but have wntten little on the
subject; the vast majority of literary and visual images of motherhood comes to us
filtered through a collective or individual male consciousness. As soon as a
woman knows that a child is growing inside her body, she falls under the power
ofthe theories, ideals, archetypes, descriptions of her new existence, almost none
of which have come from other women... We need to know what... is worth
salvaging, if only to understand better an idea so crucial in history, a condition
which has been wrested from the mothers themselves to buttress the power
ofthe fathers.(62)
Even though women have not been the “makers and sayers of patriarchal culture”
(11), Rich states that women writers long ago fostered uniquely feminine themes to assert
their strength in literature. Two common ideas in feminist work directly combat the
prevailing masculine atmosphere—^the presence ofand belief in the “Great Mother^’ and
the power offeminine homosocial relationships to unify and empower.
in. HOMOSOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AMONG WOMEN:THE
FOUNDATIONS OF “GIRL POWER”
In her essay, “The Female World ofLove and Ritual,” Carroll Smith-Rosenberg
examines the letters and diaries of American women from the 1760s to the 1880s and
discovers a network “ofclose, sometimes explicitly sensual, long-lasting female
friendships characteristic ofthe period.” Outlining the “homosocial emotional world of
the nineteenth century,” she concludes that despite separations caused by marriage or
other restrictions ofthe patriarchal order, women were able to develop their own
u L

female world’ distinctly separate from the larger world of male concerns, but in which
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women held a paramount importance in each others’ lives”(qtd. in Rich 233; Showalter
1379).
Smith-Rosenberg discovered,
... an intimate mother-daughter relationship... at the heart ofthis female world.
... Central to these relationships is what might be described as an apprenticeship
system ... mothers and other older women carefully trained daughters in the arts
of housewifery and motherhood...Daughters were bom into a female world ...
daughters tended to accept their mother’s world and to turn automatically to other
women for support and intimacy...(qtd. in Rich 233,234)
The absence ofsuch a female world on the American frontier and the effect of
this deficiency on European immigrant women who were forced to leave their networks
offriends, mothers and sisters behind was devastating. Rich writes ofthe many women
who “remained year-in, year-out on the homesteads, waiting eagerly for letters from
home, fighting a peculiarly female battle with loneliness”(234). The American frontier
woman gave birth and raised her children without the support offemale relatives. She
battled cholera and diphtheria, and then buried her children—left to mourn alone.
Loneliness, unshared grief, and guilt often led to prolonged melancholy or mental
breakdown. Ifthe frontier offered some women a greater equality and
independence, and the chance to break out of more traditional roles, it also,
ironically, deprived many ofthe emotional support and intimacy ofa female
community; it tore them from their mothers.(234)
The woman who has felt “unmothered” may seek a mother figure for the
remainder of her life—^whether in female friendships, lesbian relationships or even
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connections with men. Rich recounts a women’s group meeting in which one woman
said,“I married looking for a mother,” and many others in the room agreed with her(242,
243). “I myself remember lying in bed next to my husband, half-dreaming, halfbelieving, that the body close against mine was my mother’s,” Rich writes. “Perhaps all
sexual or intimate physical contact brings us back to that first body”(243).
For instance, Virginia Woolfsuffered her first mental breakdown at thirteen when
her mother died. Woolfsought replacement of maternal love in her sister Vanessa, her
future husband Leonard Woolf, and later, in lesbian relationships(Rosenman 10).
[Virginia Woolfs] relationship with Vita Sackville-West, overtly sexual and
undertaken when Woolfwas middle-aged, is tinged with infantile needs despite
the fact that Woolfis ten years Vita’s senior. She appreciates the “maternal
protection” provided by Vita(Diary HI, 52)and even resurrects the image of
herself as a small animal cuddled at the maternal breast...(11)
Thus, from the beginning, through the mystic power offemale relationships,
mothers, daughters, sisters, fiiends and lovers have found a way to “undermine the
masculine systems that contain them; and women have imaginatively engaged the myths
ofthe Amazons, and the fantasies ofa separate female society, in genres fi’om Victorian
poetry to contemporary science fiction”(Showalter 1379).
IV. THE UNIVERSAL MOTBDER
The presence ofa universal mother in the writings ofwomen also creates a power
inimitable by men.“The power ofthe mother has two aspects: the biological potential or
capacity to bear and nourish human life, and the magical power invested in women by
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men, whether in the form of Goddess-worship or the fear ofbeing controlled and
overwhelmed by women”(Rich 13).
Rich also writes ofRobert BrifiFault, a social anthropologist whose 1927 work,
The Mothers, strives to illustrate that the “socializing element in human history” was
observable in practices ofthe female and not the male. He saw the patriarchal family as
(C 4

a euphemism for the individualistic male with his subordinate dependents’”(qtd. in
Rich 89). Briffault theorizes about the origins ofreal social bonds saying they grew out of
the“‘natural and biological dominance ofthe primitive mother over the group which she
created, the awe attaching to her magical nature and powers.’” Social bonding emerged
from “‘the primitive mystery ofgeneration and the primitive sacrament ofcommon
blood and common food, bestowed upon the ideal tribe ofits followers’”(qtd. in Rich
90).
Indeed, the “ancient, Arcadian matriarchal world”(86)is found in a variety of
sources. Julia Woolf, beautiful wife and devoted mother, assumed a goddess-like persona
in the eyes of her young daughter Virginia. “The legend of Saint Julia, beauty and
goodness incarnate, sacrificing herself in the service of others, lodged itselffirmly in
Woolfs imagination; she says that she was ‘obsessed’ with her mother and with her
mother’s legacy all of her life”(Rosenman 5).
As a public caretaker, Julia managed to nurse sick friends and relatives and
participate in extensive charity work while maintaining peace at home.“Woolfdescribes
her as possessing ‘the natural quality that a mother[has]—she seemed typical, universal,’
not in the sense ofbeing ordinary but ofbeing almost archetypal”(Rosenman 7).
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A “source ofunity and security...[presiding] over an image oflife which is
glorious, shining, enclosing, and protecting like a panoply,” Julia Woolfembodied the
universal mother,“a goddess oforder in a child’s world”(7). Summing up the numinous
power of woman, Jane Harrison writes in Themis:A Study ofthe Social Origins ofGreek
Religion:
Woman to primitive man is... at once weak and magical, oppressed, yet feared.
She is charged with powers ofchildbearing denied to man, powers only halfunderstood ... forces that all over the world seem to fill him with terror. The
attitude of man to woman, and, though perhaps in a lesser degree, ofwoman to
man, is still today essentially magical,(qtd. in Rich 84)
V. MOTHERS AND DAUGHERS IN CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE
From Carolina bee charmers to Louisiana priestesses to Norse goddesses—each
ofthe four selected contemporary novels possesses its own unique, feminine magic.
Rebecca Wells’s two novels detail the eccentrically beautiful fiiendship offour Louisiana
women,the illustrious Ya-Ya Sisterhood. With a ready supply ofBloody Marys and
divine Southern humor, Caro, Teensy, Necie, Vivi and their children, the Petite Ya-Yas,
create a world of which they are the center.
The novels’ central focus is Vivi Walker and her family. Each member ofthe
Walker family—^Big Shep, Vivi, Little Shep, Siddalee, Baylor and Lulu— narrates a
portion ofLittle Altars Everywhere, The first part ofthe novel is composed ofa series of
vignettes ranging from 1961 to 1965—dancing to Little Richard at the family’s summer
camp, tormenting an elderly grandmother’s poodle, imitating Gidget with the popular
crowd on Girl Scout campouts.
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However, along with the bookmobile, piano recitals and skinny-dipping. Wells
reveals the horrors of a childhood controlled by the whims ofan alcoholic mother.
Drunken psychotic fits late in the night, a cowboy belt against young skin, screamed
insults, sexual abuse and neglect, all are unquestioned components ofthe Walker
children’s upbringing.
Part two ofthe novel moves to the early 1990s as the children attempt to reconcile
their adult selves with their turbulent childhoods. Each family member is uniquely
scarred—Vivi included—and each person struggles with understanding and forgiveness.
Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood more closely focuses on the relationship
between Vivi and Siddalee. In the novel, Sidda has reached adulthood and is working as a
successful playwright in New York. When the New York Times interviews Sidda about
her childhood,the resulting article is a bit more truthful than she expected. Vivi is
outraged, and she and Sidda’s already precarious relationship teeters on the edge of
annihilation. Fortunately, the Ya-Yas intervene and convince Vivi to loan Sidda a book
of Ya-Ya memorabilia—^the Divine Secrets.
Led by her mother’s trusted fiiends through the pages of photos, ticket stubs,
newspaper clippings and letters, Sidda begins to comprehend the ghosts that haunt her
mother’s life and in doing so, is better equipped to face her own demons. The novel does
not excuse Vivi for the terrible sins committed against her children, but through Vivi’s
own narration, the reader gains greater insight into her moments of madness.
Ultimately, the two novels portray a mother-daughter relationship strained and
broken that eventually finds peace in acceptance, forgiveness and acknowledgement of
intense love. Rebecca Wells writes that the supreme message ofthe novels is “hidden
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blessings inside suffering... We are given our lives, our fear, our broken bones, and
broken hearts. Breaks create openings that were not there before, and in that space grow
the seeds for new creation” {Little Altars ii).
Set in 1964, Sue Monk Kidd’s The Secret Life ofBees tells the story ofLily
Owens, a young girl living on a South Carolina peach farm. By day, Lily tries to avoid
the wrath of her vindictive father, T. Ray, and by night, with bees flying in lazy circles
through the thick air of her room, she replays brief snatches of memory ofthe afternoon
her mother was killed—^Deborah’s frantic packing, T.Ray’s boots loud on the stairs, a
gun. Lily’s father tells her that she accidentally shot her mother, and although she has no
memory ofthe actual shooting, Lily suffers incredible guilt for her mother’s death.
All Lily knows of her mother is contained in a box she discovered hidden in the
attic—a photograph of a woman smirking in front ofan old car, a pair ofwhite cotton
gloves and a small wooden picture ofa black Madonna with the words Tiburon, S.C.
scrawled on the back. When Rosaleen, Lily’s black maid and surrogate mother, is
targeted by local racists, Lily executes an escape plan Huckleberry Finn would envy and
heads to Tiburon, drawn by the promise of answers about her mother.
The black Madonna leads Lily to the electric pink house ofthree eccentric black
women, August, May and June Boatwright. Overlooking the outrageous story Lily
concocts to explain her arrival in Tiburon, August, eldest sister, beekeeper and proprietor
ofBlack Madonna Honey, readily accepts Rosaleen and Lily into her home.
Over the next few weeks, Lily transforms from a frail, motherless child to a
creature bathed in the healing powers of honey. August takes Lily as her apprentice,
teaching her about the carefully guarded “secrets” of bees. As Lily learns about the
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hexagonal world inside a hive, she also learns ofthe sweetness offirst love, maternal
trust and the warmth of a strong,feminine community.
However, Lily is also forced to face the ugliness ofracism and the intense sorrow
of loss during her time in Tiburon. Frightened ofdiscovery and terrified ofthe truth she
so desperately seeks, Lily is unable to bring herselfto ask August the questions tearing
her apart. Why was her mother once in Tiburon? How did her mother know the
Boatwrights? Did her mother love her? Was she responsible for her mother’s death?
At August’s urging, Lily cries out to the Lady ofChains, the black wooden
Madonna figure sitting proudly in the sisters’ parlor. The sisters and their fiiends, the
Daughters of Mary, gather each week in a mystically crafted version ofCatholicism,
praying and singing to the black woman, asking for her blessing. “I live in a hive of
darkness, and you are my mother,” Lily says while pressing her hand to the statue’s
visibly painted heart late one night. “You are the mother ofthousands”(164).
By introducing Lily to the strength ofthe “Blessed Mother,” the strength of
female companionship and the strength within herself the sisters provide Lily with a
foundation fi-om which she is able to discover the truth about her own mother and in
doing so, move from the grief ofloss to the fullness ofembracing all that is life.
Containing perhaps one ofthe most haunting characters in female literature, Janet
Fitch’s White Oleander tells the story of poet Ingrid Magnussen and her young daughter,
Astrid. Sitting on a Los Angeles rooftop at midnight trying to escape the scorching heat,
mother and daughter are bathed by the Santa Anas wind. “Only the oleanders thrived,
their delicate poisonous blooms,their dagger green leaves”(1).
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Like the oleanders, Ingrid possesses a t«rifying beauty “like the edge ofa very
sharp knife”(1). Cold, calculating and self-absorbed, she embraces a brutal simplicity,
decorating her small apartment with a single vase holding three white flowers. Ingrid
scorns almost all people, viewing them as supremely inferior, and she is interested in her
daughter only as the occasional subject for a poem. Of men she says,“No matter how
unappealing, each ofthem imagines he is somehow worthy... Never apologize. Never
explain” (16).
However, Astrid secretly longs for the trappings ofa normal life. “I never told her
that I wished I had a father, that I wanted to go to camp in summertime, that sometimes
she scared me”(11). Socially stunted and prisoner of her mother’s overwhelming nature,
Astrid remains quiet, struggling with fears ofabandonment. Utterly devoid of her own
identity, Astrid feels incredible guilt at the inconvenience of her existence; and thinking
ofIngrid’s job cutting copy at a magazine, she says,“I knew the only reason we were
here was because of me. If it weren’t for me, she wouldn’t have to take jobs like this. She
would be half a planet away, floating in a turquoise sea, dancing by moonlight to
flamenco guitar” (9).
However, when Ingrid meets Barry Kolker, a tasteless but determined writer, her
rules are slowly forgotten, and she allows him into her life. With trips to the racetrack,
baseball games and dinners on the town, Astrid begins to imagine a world of parentteacher nights, her own bicycle and family-game night. But the winds change, and Barry
harshly forces Ingrid out of his life for another woman. After a series of vengeful acts,
Ingrid ultimately uses the oleanders to create a poison to murder her former lover.
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In the early, still hours ofthe morning,Ingrid is arrested, and Astrid is thrust into
an odyssey through a series ofLos Angeles foster homes. Within the first year she
experiences Jesus, sex,jealousy and two gunshot wounds. Each home is “its own
universe, with its own laws, its own dangers, its own hard lessons to be learned”(back
cover).
Yet, although horrific and damaging, many ofthe nightmares Astrid endures are
the very things that allow her to separate fi'om her mother and find her own identity.
After four years in foster care, Astrid is sufficiently empowered to rip fi'ee fi*om the
shadow of her mother’s oppressive influence.
Appearing for her last visit with Ingrid in heavy, black eyeliner and multiple
piercings, Astrid is no longer a victim. She says, “I could pass for any girl heading tojust
where my mother was. But not the soft girl... She would not take anything from me.
Not anymore”(418). Although Astrid emerges scarred, she now views her mother as a
merely human individual, possessing the same desires and weaknesses as the masses.
Time also proves a catalyst ofchange for Ingrid. At her last meeting with Astrid,
she finally acknowledges the effect ofher actions on her daughter and longs to restore her
innocence. For the first time, Ingrid puts her own agenda aside for Astrid’s happiness.
The sacrificial act at the novel’s end reveals some measure oflove from mother to
daughter, and this love finally allows Astrid to be truly free.

Within the following chapters ofthis thesis, I will examine the overwhelming
presence ofthe mother figure in the selected contemporary novels as well as analyze the
ambivalent bond that exists between mothers and daughters in the works.
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The first chapter explores the xmiversal mother figure in Divine Secrets ofthe YaYa Sisterhood, White Oleander and The Secret Life ofBees and the various ways in which
she is portrayed in each novel. I discuss both the male-dominated matriarchal ideal, in
which women accept the duties of marriage and childbearing, and the opposing
Amazonian model in which women are seen as more intensely sexual, powerful and
rebellious. Religious imagery dealing with the Holy Virgin and feminine biological ties
to the moon also function in creating the great mother figure.
The second chapter more closely focuses on the biological mothers in each novel.
Each daughter struggles against the influence ofhauntingly powerful women, women
who control, demand, abandon, neglect. The chapter analyzes the difficulties Sidda,
Astrid and Lily face in moving away from their mothers to achieve self-definition and
eventually, acceptance, forgiveness and love.
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CHAPTER 1: THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSAL MOTHER
Holy virgin, all-powerful protector, mythical guide—^the universal mother is a
frequent figure in modem women’s literature. In White Oleander, Divine Secrets ofthe
Ya-Ya Sisterhood and The Secret Life ofBees, the goddess-like Great Mother fulfills the
role of supernatural caretaker, providing direction, spiritual healing and unconditional
love in place ofearthly mothers, who, due to alcoholism, mental illness, exhaustion,
imprisonment, selfishness, immaturity or death are unable to care for their daughters
themselves. A supreme matriarch, the Great Mother offers comfort to the daughters in
these novels, while simultaneously serving as a catalyst for reconciliation with the
biological mothers.
I. QUEST FOR THE GREAT MOTHER
From the Virgin Mary to the moon, mother figures in literature are fi-equently
associated with images of mysticism or religious power. These images trace their roots to
the search for female power in ancient writings and cultures in an effort to overcome
patriarchal control. Adrienne Rich writes of women’s stmggle to find connection to the
past through history:
... we have always constituted at least one-half.. . yet in the written records we
can barely find ourselves. Confi-onted with this “Great Silence,” we have
apparently had two paths to follow: the path ofanatomizing our oppression ...
and the path ofsearching out those women who broke through the silence, who,
though often penalized, misconstrued, their work neglected or banned ... still
embodied strength, daring, self-determination; who were, in short, exemplary.
(84)
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Anthropology becomes attractive to Rich as it reveals that societies in which
“mother-right” surmounted “father-right” were a possibility (85). Archeological evidence
suggests “a time when Goddess-worship prevailed and when myths depicted strong and
revered female figures”(93).
A sampling ofsome ofthe earliest artifacts shows the female as a primeval
power. Rich writes:“[these artifacts] express an attitude toward the female charged with
awareness of her intrinsic importance, her depth of meaning, her existence at the very
center of what is necessary and sacred”(93). Thus, studying the past challenges the
traditional view ofthe “patrilineal family of Western culture”(85)as essential and offers
evidence for “a tradition offemale power^’(85). “If women were powerful once, Rich
notes, “a precedent exists; iffemale biology was ever once a source of power, it need not
remain what it has since become: a root of powerlessness”(85).
As opposed to the later artistic style known as “Adoration ofthe Virgin,” in
which the Son becomes the primary focus. Rich describes earlier depictions of woman as
possessing “mass, interior depth, inner rest, and balance”(93). The ancient woman is
serious and commanding, and although a child might reside at her breast, it is not the
focus of her attention. “She is for-herself even when suckling an infant... She exists, not
to cajole or reassure man, but to assert herself’(94).
Within female literature, women often find strength in their association to the
Virgin Mary. The Holy Virgin or Great Mother offers literature an antithesis to the savior
figure in male-dominated works and provides a deity to which women can physically
relate. In The Secret Life ofBees, when Lily asks August why she uses the Black
Madonna picture on her honey Jars, August replies: “Because when [The Daughters of
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Mary] looked at her, it occurred to them for the first time in their lives that what’s divine
can come in dark skin. You see, everybody needs a God who looks like them, Lily”
(141).
While later culture confined woman within the boundaries ofa male-dominated
society and made her prisoner to her own biology. Rich asserts that pre-patriarchal
images offemininity validated women spiritually, telling them “power, awesomeness,
.55

and centrality were theirs by nature, not by privilege or miracle; the female was primary
(94).
U. AMAZONISM AND THE MATRIARCHAL IDEAL
Two ideas ofthe Great Mother figure appear in women’s literature—the theory of
cc

Amazonism” and the opposing “matriarchal” ideal(Rich 85). Feminists fi’equently
become “polarized” between the two forces, for although neither has earned any
significant historical substantiation, both are widely accepted myths. ^
In his work. Das Mutterrechi*, novelist and social commentator J.J. Bachofen
expounds on the two phases of matriarchy. He views the Amazonian stage as being “a
period of promiscuous sexuality and hetaerism^ .. . in which women revolt against their
sexual exploitation, take arms, and resist the physical abuses of men”(qtd. in Rich 88).

3

*

In the 1920s, Helen Diner authored Mothers andAmazons,a woik she referred to as the “first feminine
history of culture” (85). Yet,in the preface to her work. Diner acknowledges two men (emphasis mine)—
Robert Biififault and J.J. Bachofen who provide much ofthe theoretical basis for the existence ofthe
“ancient, Arcadian matriarchal world”(86)found in the work ofvarious other writers.
Rich writes that a reader ofDiner might first assume Bachofen to be a feminist sympathizer and conclude
that “he perceived the ^matriarchal’ age not sunply as a universal stage through whidi all cultures once
passed, but as a golden age, a lost utopia, to which if the species were fortunate we migfit yet return”(86).
However,true to the Mctorian era, Bachofen makes “sentimental generalizations” about women and
asserts, “the realm ofthe idea belongs to the man,the realm of material life to the woman”(qtd in Rich
Das Mutterrechi was first published in Germany in 1861 and exists only as a “partial and unsatisfactory
edition in English”(86).
^ A hetaera is a highly cultured courtesan or concubine, esp. in ancient Greece.
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However, Bachofen believes the more traditional mothers,“in a kind ofspiritual victory,”
later defeat the Amazon women. He views ideal matriarchy as “the acceptance by woman
of her ‘natural vocation,’ and it is indissoluble from monogamous marriage. It is
conjugal matriarchy,’ against which Bachofen sees Amazonism as a perversion of
womanhood, and ‘unnatural intensification of women’s power’”(qtd. in Rich 88).
Referring to the matriarchal ideal as “Demetrian,” Bachofen says it is“‘grounded
in strict order... a source oflofty virtues...secure and well-ordered.’” However,the
opposing “Dionysian” or “Aphroditean” matriarchy is “a decadent phase in which ‘one
extreme followed the other, showing how hard it is, at all times, for women to observe
moderation’” (qtd. in Rich 88).
While Ingrid Magnussen in White Oleander is too intricate a character to be
accurately classified as either entirely Demetrian or Dionysian, her most defining traits
are clearly reminiscent ofthe Amazon woman. Shortly before her arrest, Ingrid offers
Astrid final advice—associating their collective identity with a tarot suit.
We are the wands. We strive for beauty and balance, the sensual over the
sentimental. . ..
We received our coloring from Norsemen ... Hairy savages who hacked their
gods to pieces and hung flesh from trees. We are the ones who sacked Rome. Fear
only feeble old age and death in bed. Don’t forget who you are.(3,4)
In tracing her heritage to the ancient Norse culture, Ingrid becomes the
“perversion of womanhood” Bachofen protested. Throughout the novel, Ingrid challenges
the patriarchy, warning against “laying down for the fathers,” and creating a series of
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rules for controlling her sexual relations with men.‘'Never let a man stay the night,” she
tells Astrid. “Dawn has a way ofcasting a pall on any night magic”(6).
Ingrid is also similar to Bachofen’s Dionysian woman with her fierce adherence
to beautiful extremes. “Beauty was my mother’s law, her religion,” Astrid says. “You
could do anything you wanted, as long as you were beautiful, as long as you did things
beautifully. If you weren’t, you just didn’t exist”(12,13).
On the other hand, while Ingrid places all things in life secondary to her art, her
behavior cannot fairly be compared with the untamed promiscuity oftraditional
Amazonism. Although she views the institution of marriage as a limit to her fi-eedom,
until Barry Kolker, Ingrid chooses her lovers carefully, settling only for young, handsome
artists. While the image ofthe Amazon woman is normally associated with wild,
uncontrolled passion and a type of rebellion, Ingrid’s actions are more unfeeling and
calculated.
In The Secret Life ofBees, August Boatwright also represents characteristics of
the Amazon woman. Lily first equates August with an Afhcan bride: “Lifting the tops off
the boxes, she peered inside, swinging a tin bucket ofsmoke back and forth. Clouds of
bees rose up and flew wreaths around her head. Twice she disappeared in the fogged
billows, then gradually reemerged like a dream rising up from the bottom ofthe night”
(67).
Kidd opens each chapter of The Secret Life ofBees with brief passages from
varying texts that offer insight into the life and workings ofa bee colony. A marvelously
cohesive symbolic tool that portrays August and her sisters as a colony ofbees, the
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passages directly mirror the characters and action within the novel. The bee passage
introducing the chapter in which August first appears reads:
Honeybees are social insects and live in colonies. Each colony is a femily unit,
comprising a single, egg-laying female or queen and her many sterile daughters
called workers. The workers cooperate in the food-gathering, nest building and
rearing the offspring. Males are reared only at the times of year when thenpresence is required.(67)
While Bachofen thought women should accept their “natural vocation’

or marry

and produce a family—August and her two sisters challenge patriarchal norms by living
together, in an “unnatural intensification of women’s power^’ as they offer support to one
another and to a larger female community through the Daughters ofMary. Also, as a
younger woman, August refused to marry although she was in love. In doing so, she
embraced the Amazonian ideal offreedom fi*om men and societal expectations.
‘T decided against marrying altogether,” August tells Lily. “There were enough
restrictions in my life without someone expecting me to wait on him hand and foot. Not
that I’m against marrying, Lily. I’m just against how it’s set up”(145).
Perhaps the greatest struggle between the Amazon woman and the matriarchal
ideal exists in the character of Vivi Walker in Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood,
True to her Amazon nature, Vivi is the precocious young girl who unceremoniously
“steals the show” at the Thornton, Louisiana Shirley Temple Look-Alike Contest. Vivi is
the young woman who escapes a hot night by skinny-dipping in the town water tower
with her three fi*iends. Vivi is the Girl-Scout leader who believes in memorizing James
Whitcomb Riley and Carl Sandburg poems as opposed to earning cooking merit badges.
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Vivi is the grandmother who sings along to Barbara Streisand and dances across her yard
at mid-night while holding flaming sparklers.
In Divine Secrets, Sidda thinks ofher childhood when the Ya-Yas used alterations
of Vivi’s name to describe various situations such as a party that needed ^'‘Vivi-fied^^ or a
project longing for “Re-Vivi-fication”(32). Sidda says,“When I was young, I thought
my mother was so internationally well known that the English language had invented
words just for her”(33). Sidda studies the dictionary and thinks the fabulous “V”
words—vivify, vivace, viva, vivacious, vivacity—exist because ofthe life-giving powers
of her mother. Vivi embodies the free-spirited, lively, beautiful women ofthe Amazon.
However, as wife to a common farmer and mother to four children, Vivi must also
suffer the often-violent demands ofthe matriarchy. The opposing components ofher
personality seem to be in a constant duel as she craves freedom from the responsibilities
of“conjugal matriarchy,” and simultaneously battles intense guilt over her numerous
failures in motherhood.
For instance, Vivi remembers a day in the week before Thanksgiving 1957. Sidda,
the oldest child, was only four. It had been raining for seventeen days, Shep was away at
duck camp, and the children were sick with bronchitis. With raw honesty, Vivi shares her
true feelings toward her offspring in that moment;
Four babies who hardly stopped crying long enough to eat and shit. Four of
them. It would have been five if my twin baby boy had not died.^ I adored them,
but I was sick ofthem. Beautiful children can also be cannibals. I longed for

^ Sidda had a twin brother who died shortly after childbirth. Vivi mourned the child for days and often
thinks of him during times of emotional difficulty.
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someone to swoop down and take them ofT my hands long enough for me to think
one single thought without an interruption. ... (261)
Overrun with vomiting, crying, coughing babies, this November day marks the
beginning of Vivi’s first mental breakdown. Clad only in her cream cashmere coat, Vivi
hurriedly calls a sitter and rushes out into the storm.
In the “old-lady sedan”(276)Shep provided, Vivi drives to the Gul^ mourning
the lost parts of herself as she speeds away from her children. After pawning her diamond
ring^, Vivi checks into the Hotel ofthe Gulf Coast as Babe Didrikson, fantasizing about
starting a new life. “I would look for Vivi Abbott, a missing person,” she says(277).
Walking the beach, Vivi thinks oftimes spent with Jack* and the Ya-Yas in her
younger years. She takes a long bath until all traces of“baby puke” and “baby crap are
gone and then falls into a deep sleep for several days(277). In her dreams, Vivi’s dead
baby boy visits and sings her a song. Forcefully he tells her,“Wake up!”(280).
Upon awaking, Vivi finds herselfrested and calm. She is shaken, and her wounds
are not completely healed, but the novel seems to suggest that the visit from Vivi’s lost
child functions in giving her the strength to return home—not as a woman submitting to
the matriarchal ideal, but as a woman attempting to reconcile dueling parts of her own
being. Vivi says:
I was thirty-one years old. I was still alive. I would take chunks of myself and
store them in a root cellar. I would take them out when my children were grown.
My twin boy gave me a sign. ...

^ The ring was a gift from Vivi’s father at her 16*^ birthday party.
® Jack Whitman, Teensy’s brother and Vivi’s first love. Jack is killed in the war while Vivi is still in high
school.
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When I get home,I will dump that Goddamn Ford sedan... . When I get home.
I will hug my four babies. I will hug the man I have married. I will do my best to
give thanks for gifts, strangely, beautifully, painfully wrapped.(281)
While Wells’ two novels contain numerous vignettes illustrating Vivi’s failure to
combine her Amazonism with the role ofan ideal mother,they also contain a potent
selection of anecdotes in which Vivi triumphantly joins the two forces offemininity in a
beautiful union.
For instance, while working her way through the “Divine Secrets,” Sidda recalls
an episode from her childhood when Lawanda, a huge female elephant, came to Thornton
as part ofthe grand opening ofa new shopping center. The young Sidda is in line to ride
the elephant with her mother, the Ya-Yas and all oftheir children, but at the last moment,
she panics and refuses to climb onto the giant pachyderm’s back.
However, once the family has returned home, Sidda bursts into tears and
confesses to her mother that she now wants to ride the elephant. Although it is the end of
the day and Vivi is hot and tired, she shows an uncharacteristic tenderness to Sidda. “So,”
Vivi says, “You absolutely must ride Lawanda. Is that it?” Sidda nods. “You’ll never be
able to live with yourselfif you don’t. Is that it?”(321).
“I felt an enormous reliefthat she could read my mind,” Sidda says. Vivi loads
her daughter into the vehicle and speeds back to town. With Vivi acting as narrator, the
ride becomes a catalyst for the mother and daughter to escape the Thornton shopping
complex and return for a moment to their Amazon roots.
Vivi, in her “most magical high-priestess-European-queen-gypsy-fortune-teller
voice,” tells Sidda to close her eyes and calls to the elephant: “Lawanda, oh Magnificent
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One, spirit Siddalee and Vivi Walker away from this hot blacktop parking lot! Return us
to the untamed green jungle from whence we camel”(325).
Through Vivi’s magic words, the pair leaves Thornton and heads to the wilds.
“We’re too much for them! Wave to the people, Dahlin, wave like the Queen and
Princess we are”(325). Although Lawanda only travels the perimeter ofa parking lot, the
journey is one of much greater significance for the elephant’s passengers as they leave
the town—symbolizing the ideal matriarchal world ofexpectations, responsibility and
standards of propriety—and unite for a moment in their Amazon roots.
“My darling daughter, we’re finally here!” Vivi shouts to Sidda at the end oftheir
ride. “Home in the wild, green verdant jungle. Do youfeel the velvet air?! Do youfeel it
on our skin? ... This is our true home... Yessss! Say it, Sidda! Say it with me:
‘Yessss!’ There is nothing, anywhere,to be afraid of! Lawanda loves us and we are not

afraidr{326)
in. FEAR OF THE MOTHER:THE MOON GODDESS,THE HOLY VIRGIN,
MOTHER EARTH
In preferring the safer and more ordered “Demetrian” matriarchy, Bachofen
exemplifies the attempts of men to control and conquer their fear ofthe opposite sex. The
woman and her body are a continual contradiction—^“a space invested with power, and an
acute vulnerability; a numinous figure and the incarnation ofevil; a hoard of
ambivalences, most of which have worked to disqualify women from the collective act of
defining culture”(Rich 102).
Joseph Campbell suggests that a woman’s sources ofstrength are directly related
to her biology including her monthly cycle and the subsequent ability to produce life. In
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his study of primitive mythology, Campbell concludes that the fear of menstrual blood—
a fear that led to the isolation of women during their cycles—supports the “lore of magic
associated with human fecundity” as a major center ofhuman interest(qtd. in Rich 103).
Rich writes that “there was a very ancient and powerful tangle ofrelationships
between a cycle in woman associated with fertility, the cycle ofthe moon to which it so
mysteriously corresponds, the need for women to protect themselves at times from men’s
unwanted sexual aggression, and the reaction of men to that curb on their sexuality”
(103).
A woman’s cycle linked her inextricably with the moon and the universe at large.
Not medically understood in primitive times, menses was the one thing over which men
had no control; therefore, it was menses that gave woman her mythical power.
Prepatriarchal religion acknowledged the female presence in every part ofthe
cosmos. The moon is generally held to have been the first object of natureworship, and the moon,to whose phases the menstrual cycle corresponds, is
anciently associated with women. The Moon Mothers .. . were virgins, in the
great primal sense ofthe word—^not the undeflorated girl, but the woman who
belongs to herself, or, in the Eskimo phrase,‘She-who-will-not-have-a-husband.’
(Rich 107)
Although menses and pregnancy are now understood and extensively
documented, a certain menstrual taboo continues to remain. Menstruation offers the
female a certain self-knowledge that men cannot possess, such as “whether she is
pregnant” or “whether she can become pregnant”(103). Also during the monthly cycle
and the later stages of pregnancy, the majority of women continue to withdraw from
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sexual relations. While men have controlled almost every a^>ect ofwomen’s lives
throughout history, the female connection to the lunar cosmos remains untouchable and
therefore threatening to the patriarchy.
In fact, Suzanne Arms views the advanced technology and procedure of modernday obstetrics as “the gradual attempt by man to extricate the process ofbirth from
women and call it his own”(qtd. in Rich 102). Campbell writes that “the fear ofwoman
and the mystery of her motherhood have been for the male no less impressive imprinting
forces than the fears and mysteries ofthe world ofnature itself’(qtd. in Rich 103).
Equated with “Mother Earth,” the Great Mother is in all of nature. She is in the
ocean tides, who, like the woman’s menses, respond to the moon’s pull.
Ellen Bayuk Rosenman notes that in Woolfs The Voyage Out,the Great Mother
is personified in nature. She writes ofthe characters Rachel and Terence expressing their
love for one another:
.. . they immerse themselves in the womb-like atmosphere ofthe interiorjungle, a
space both erotic and feminine.... Sometimes the jungle even seems to be ‘at the
bottom ofthe sea,’ a submarine quality which suggests the amniotic fluid ofthe
womb.... The undifferentiated ‘mass’ ofgreen, the communion ofwater with
earth and branches, the freedom from rigid, articulated forms, mark nature as the
symbol of primitive union to which the lovers aspire.(26)
Rich concludes that throughout time, the Great Mother has been symbolized both
in light and dark, water and sky, and only through the expansion ofa male-dominated
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theory ofthe universe do we discover the mother figure “restricted to a purely ‘chthonic^’
or tellurian presence, represented by darkness, unconsciousness, and sleep”(109).
In The Secret Life ofBees, a Black Madonna carving, honeybees, and the moon
combine to create a powerful Great Mother figure. In the summer of 1964 Lily lies on
her bed and watches bees swirling around her room. She says: “Looking back on it now,I
want to say the bees were sent to me. I want to say they showed up like the angel Gabriel
appearing to the Virgin Mary, setting events in motion I could never have guessed”(2).
Kidd constructs a beautiful parallel between Lily and the bees throughout the
novel. For instance, early in the novel, Lily captures several bees in ajar. When she later
tries to set them free, she is fhistrated to find they remain hopelessly in the jar. When T.
Ray later tells Lily that her mother did not love her, but in reality, abandoned her, Lily is
like a trapped bee, all the joyful fantasies about her mother severely threatened. She
refuses to believe her father and struggles with alternate explanations. It is in this moment
of despair that Lily first hears a voice;
You could say Fd never had a true religious moment,the kind where you know
yourself spoken to by a voice that seems other than yourself, spoken to so
genuinely you see the words shining on trees and clouds. But I had such a
moment right then, standing in my own ordinary room. I heard a voice say,Lily
Melissa Owens, yourjar is open.(41)
Lily is immediately infused with the courage to leave her father.
As Lily and Rosaleen travel to Tiburon, the Great Mother travels with them,
embodied both in nature and in Rosaleen herself Awakening in the night on a creek bank

^ of or characteristic ofthe mythological underworld
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where the pair stopped to rest after a heated argument, Lily finds Rosaleen bathing nude
in the stream.
Water beaded across her shoulders, shining like drops of milk, and her breasts
swayed in the currents. It was the kind ofvision you never really get over. I
couldn’t help it, I wanted to go and lick the milk beads fi*om her shoulders.
I opened my mouth. I wanted something. Something, I didn’t know what. Mother,
forgive. That’s all I could feel. That old longing spread under me like a great lap,
holding me tight.(55)
With only slight hesitation, Lily peels off her own clothes and joins Rosaleen in
the cool waters, asking her for forgiveness. With water acting as an archetypal symbol of
cleansing and purity as well as suggesting the “protective amniotic fluid in the womb,”
by entering the stream, Lily is returning to “Mother Earth,” symbolically experiencing
rebirth before she begins the journey for answers about her own mother. The Great
Mother is doubly present in the scene as Rosaleen and the “shining drops of milk” also
serve as an image ofthe nourishing universal matriarch.
Moon imagery and references to the Virgin Mary are also present when Lily first
encounters a physical representation ofthe Great Mother in the Boatwright homo
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ofthose figures that had leaned out from the front ofa ship in olden times,” black and
“twisted like driftwood ... her face a map ofall the storms and journeys she’d been
through”(71). Lily says:
Even though she wasn’t dressed up like Mary and didn’t resemble the picture on
the honey jar, I knew that’s who she was.... She was a mix of mighty and
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humble all in one. I didn’t know what to think, but what I

was magnetic and

so big it ached like the moon had entered my chest and filled it up.(71)
As the novel progresses and Lily and Rosaleen are adopted into the Boatwright
home, August and the bees become the physical manifestation ofthe Great Mother to
Lily. The gentle black woman becomes Lily’s protector and caretaker. While instructing
Lily on the role ofthe queen bee, August says to Lily, “She’s the mother ofevery bee in
the hive, and they all depend on her to keep it going. I don’t care what theirjob is—^they
know the queen is their mother. She’s the mother ofthousands”(149).
Honey—^the healing nectar ofthe bee mothers—is poured into Lily until she
begins to mend both inside and out. The women take a spoonfiil each morning and
another at night. Honey is part ofevery meal and every medicine. It disinfects cuts, heals
chapped lips and is used in skin creams, baths, teas and biscuits. “In one week my skinny
arms and legs began to plump out and the jfrizz in my hair turned to silken waves,” Lily
says. “August said honey was the ambrosia ofthe gods and the shampoo ofthe
goddesses”(84).
The correlation between the wooden carving in the Boatwrights’ parlor and the
Holy Mary continues as Lily is introduced to the Daughters ofMary and their unique
version of Catholicism—centered on female power and unity rather than the holy male
child. The Daughters appear each Sunday at the Boatwright home where the group pays
homage to the statue known as “Our Lady ofChains”(107).
At Lily’s first meeting with the Daughters, August tells the group that a slave
found the statue, a black woman growing fi^om a block of wood, her fist raised into the air
in defiance, on the banks ofthe Ashley River outside ofCharleston.
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“He knelt down in the marsh mud before her and heard her voice speak plain as
day in his heart,” August says. “It’s all right. I’m here. I’ll be taking care of you now.”
Believing the woman to be from God,the slaves put the statue in the praise house, but
they didn’t know who she was until Pearl, the oldest ofthe slaves, told them:‘This here
is the mother ofJesus’ ”(109). August continues, “Everyone knew the mother ofJesus
was named Mary, and that she’d seen suffering ofevery kind. That she was strong and ..
. had a mother’s heart. And here she was, sent to them on the same waters that had
brought them here in chains. It seemed to them she knew everything they suffered”(109).
The Mary became a symbol ofstrength and courage to the slaves, as the bold ones
escaped to the North and the ones who stayed “lived with a raised fist in their hearts”
(109).“And if ever it grew weak,they would only have to touch her heart again,” August
says.(110). In fact, the Mary became such a powerful figure, that the master confiscated
her and chained her in the carriage house.
Fifty times, the Lady escaped “without human help”(110)and returned to the
praise house until the master finally relented and allowed the Lady to remain.
Triumphantly, August says: “The people called her Our Lady ofChains. They called her
that not because she wore chains . .. They called her Our Lady ofChains because she
broke them”(110).
At the end of August’s story—^the history ofdefiant, courageous religion—^the
Daughters break into “Amazing Grace” and all, in turn, press their hands to the black
Madonna’s heart. Feeling completely out of place but desperately longing for the blessing
ofthe mother, Lily moves toward the carving. “I wanted to touch her vanishing red heart.
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too, as much as anything I’d ever wanted ...”(111). Yet, before she can reach the Lady,
Lily faints.
In the evening, the women watch the news and hear that the rocket Ranger Seven,
will soon be launched to the moon. Later, when August takes Lily outside to observe the
“large and ghostly silver”(113) moon, she relates the Lady ofChains to the shining orb:
Look at her good, Lily .. . cause you’re seeing the end ofsomething....
as long as people have been on this earth, the moon has been a mystery to us....
She is strong enough to pull the oceans, and when she dies away, she always
comes back again. My mama used to tell me Our Lady lived on the moon and that
I should dance when her face was bright and hibernate when it was dark”(113).
Lily vows to return to the parlor when she can be alone and touch the Lady’s
heart. “Then I would show August the picture of my mother and see ifthe moon broke
loose and fell out ofthe sky”(114).
When she does return to claim the Holy Mother as her own, Lily prays for her
father to love her, for her mother to be all right in heaven, for Rosaleen and the
Boatwright sisters and for the world. “Make the world better,” Lily pleads. “Take the
meanness out of people’s hearts”(164). Moving closer to the statue, Lily says:
In my mind I heard the bees fanning their wings down in the dark music box. I
saw August and me with our ears against the hive. I remembered her voice the
first time she told the story of Our Lady of Chains. Send them rescue, send them
consolation, send themfreedom.
I reached out and traced black Mary’s heart with my finger. I stood with the
petals on my toes and pressed my palm flat and hard against her heart./live in a
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hive ofdarkness, and you are my mother, I told her. You are the mother of
thousands.(164)
An untraditional Madonna carving also plays a significant rcA&m Divine Secrets
ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood. When Vivi is a young girl, her father brings a Cuban Blessed
Virgin statue home for her mother. However,the extremely conservative Mrs. Abbot
believes the painted and jeweled statue sitting on her porch is an abomination to the
Catholic religion, and she orders Vivi and her fiiends to scmb the Madonna with
turpentine. “The Blessed Virgin is not a Negro,” Mrs. Abbot says. “It is just like
foreigners to try to turn the Mother of God into a gaudy tart”(63).
Yet, late that night, the four young girls creep out ofthe house and into the woods
for the first ceremony ofthe “Louisiana Ya-Yas”—^their private, personal female umon.
As “Mistress ofLegend,” Vivi reads her Amazonian account ofthe Ya-Ya’s history:
“Long before the white man showed up,the Mighty Tribe of Ya-Yas, a band of women
strong and true and beautiful, roamed the great state ofLouisiana.... Our mother was a
black she-ape named Lola, who found us in a cave at the beginning oftime and raised us
like her very own children”(70).
However, the dramatic Vivi introduces a Hurricane that leaves four young YaYa’s fighting for their lives against alligators:
We tried everything we knew, but our strength was gone. Then fi*om behind the
moon came a gorgeous lady. She looked down and saw we were hanging by an
eyelash over the canyon ofdoom! And the Moon Lady shot silver rays from her
eyes so hot and mighty that those alligators were burned to a crisp right in their
sleazy tracks! . . .
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And the Moon Lady said,‘You are my daughters in whom I am well pleased. I
will always keep my Divine Eyes peeled for you.’(70,71)
When the four girls return to ^^vi’s home,they use make-up to re-apply color to
the Cuban Mary, painting her fece boldly and returning sparkling jewelry to her body.
Having given themselves power by creating their own religion, the girls now tenderly
restore the Cuban Madonna to her former glory, seemingly adopting the statue as thenphysical muse. When morning comes, Mrs. Abbot sees the statue and believing herselfto
be witnessing a miracle, she screams in fear and awe. Hurriedly, she snatches flowers
from her garden, piles them at the Madonna’s feet and pulls the girls down to the ground
to pray with her.
“My girlfriends and I kneel beside my mother,” Vivi says.“We have been saved
by grace from the devil alligators, from the raging storm. We alone of all have been
spared. The High and Mighty Almost Lost But Miraculously Found Tribe ofYa-Yas is
just >vrapped up in miracles”(76).
The Holy Mother is an equally powerful presence for the adult Vivi. As
Vivi ages, the Holy Mother does not abandon her but continuously nourishes the child
inside. Blaming herself when Sidda breaks her wedding date with Connor, Vivi calls out
to the Holy Mother: “Mother, Most merciful. .. hear me in my prayer. You are the
Queen ofthe Moon and the Stars. I don’t know what I’m the queen ofanymore”(17).
In her extensive examination ofthe relationships between mothers and their
children, Adrienne Rich includes a series ofjournal entries depicting her ambivalence
toward her children (21, 22). Vivi experiences similar guilt while recalling a particularly
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horrific incident of physical abuse she inflicted upon her children, and she wonders if her
past treatment of Sidda is affecting her life in the present. She asks the Mother:
Is it my punishment now to watch my oldest one turn away from love? Holy
Mary, you are a Mother... Must I carry my daughter inside me all my life? Must
I be responsible for her till the day I die? I do not want this guilt, I do not want
this weight.(18)
Imagery ofthe Holy Mother in Wells’ two novels is often correlated with the
moon. The novel’s very setting—^“the hot heart ofLouisiana, the bayou world ofCatholic
saints and voodoo queens”(prologue Divine Secrets i)—contributes to the mystical
presence ofthe Grreat Mother. Sidda recalls a night from her childhood when she
awakens from a nightmare and goes to her mother for comfort. However, unable to rouse
Vivi from her “bourbon-soaked sleep”(Prologue 1), Sidda walks outside and turns to the
moonlight for comfort.
. . . Sidda looks up into the sky. In the crook ofthe crescent moon sits the Holy
Lady, with strong muscles and a merciful heart. She kicks her splendid legs like
the moon is her swing and the sky, her front porch. She waves down at Sidda like
she has just spotted an old buddy.
Sidda stands in the moonlight and lets the Blessed Mother love every hair on
her six-year-old head. Tenderness flows down from the moon and up from the
earth. For one fleeting, luminous moment, Sidda Walker knows there has never
been a time when she has not been loved.(Prologue 1, 2)
Linking mother and daughter in an unbreakable union, the goddess-like Great
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Mother is present throughout the lives of both Sidda and Vivi. Wells describes the time
when Vivi and the youthful Ya-Yas take a mid-night swim in the town water tower:
If Sidda Walker had been able to witness Vivi and the Ya-Yas in the light ofthat
summer moon in 1942, their young bodies touching, their nipples luminous in the
light, she would have known she came from goddess stock. She would have
known that a primal, sweet strength flowed in her mother like an underground
stream, and that the same stream flowed in her. Whatever scars Vivi had inflicted
with her unhinged swings between creation and devouring, she had also passed on
a mighty capacity for rapture.(163)
rv. IT’S ALL MOM’S FAULT: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN BIOLOGICAL
MOTHERS AND THE HOLY IDEAL
Leslie Stephen^® writes ofhis wife: “Julia retains an importance beyond that of
any individual human being; she is a force, a mystical power”(qtd. in Rosenman 7).
Woolf writes of her mother:“And ofcourse she was central. I suspect the word ‘central’
gets closest to the general feeling I had ofliving so completely in her atmosphere that one
never got far enough away from her to see her as a person”(qtd. in Rosenman 7).
This difficulty in “seeing” the mother as a person has long served as a source of
conflict between mothers and daughters. Confusion and feelings of betrayal often surface
when the biological mother cannot fulfill the matriarchal ideal exemplified by the Great
Mother. While the image ofthe “Holy Mother” is perfect, the real mother will always fall
short.
Nancy Chodorow and Susan Contratto address the goddess-like role ofthe mother
in the eyes ofthe child in their essay, “Fantasy ofthe Perfect Mother”:
10
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If mothers have exclusive responsibility for infants who are totally dependent,
then to the infant they are the source ofall good and evil. Times ofcloseness,
oneness, and joy are the quintessence of perfect understanding; times ofdistress,
fi\istration, discomfort, and too great separation are entirely the mother’s feult...
This creates the quality ofrage we find in “blame-the-mother” literature and the
unrealistic expectation that perfection would result if only a mother would devote
her life completely to her child ...(65).
In the selected novels, each daughter possesses a clouded view ofher mother as a
perfect creation, a goddess and the ideal matriarch. Conflict arises, however, as each
daughter is forced to recognize her mother’s shortfalls and to accept her as a flawed
individual.
As a small child, Astrid is hauled fi*om one country to the next, following her
mother’s creative whims. When she first enters school, Astrid is so quiet the officials
think she is mentally retarded. While Ingrid can live on “peanut butter for weeks on end”
(24), Astrid judges her past homes by how well she ate there. Feeling intense guilt for her
very existence, Astrid says: “I couldn’t tell my mother I’d outgrown my shoes again. I
didn’t want to remind her that I was the reason she was trapped in electric bills and kid’s
shoes grown too small . . . She was a beautiful woman dragging a crippled foot and I was
that foot. I was bricks sewn into the hem of her clothes, I was a steel dress”(10).
Ingrid apparently feels no guilt about the gross deficits in her daughter’s life. Her
poetic aspirations presiding over all else, Ingrid has no idea that her daughter longs for
the security of a normal life. Astrid says: “. . . I envied the way [other girls’] mothers sat
on their beds and asked what they were thinking. My mother was not in the least bit
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curious about me. I often wondered what she though I was, a dog she could tie in front of
the store, a parrot on her shoulder?”(11). Ingrid refuses to go to school plays or parentteacher nights and denies Astrid information about her father. When Ingrid embarks on
her quest for revenge against Barry Kolker, she never once considers the repercussions
that her daughter will have to suffer.
However, despite her mother’s neglectful treatment, Astrid views Ingrid with awe
and wonder, reveling in the slightest bit ofattention. When Ingrid quizzes Astrid on her
memorization of an Anne Sexton poem, Astrid says: “I liked it when my mother shaped
me in this way. I thought clay must feel happy in the good potter’s hand”(9).
Even after Ingrid murders Barry and Astrid is taken to live in the county home—
the “house of sleep, in the house of plastic sheets and crying babies and brown roses”
(45)—she still views her mother as a savior. Looking at the picture on one of her
mother’s poetry books, Astrid says: “That beautiful girl, she was a universe, bearer of
these words that rang like gongs... In the picture, none ofthis had ever happened. I was
safe then, a tiny pin-head egg buried in her right-side ovary, and we never were apart”
(48).
However, after four years ofthe Los Angeles foster care system, Astrid develops
a much different view of her mother. Separate from Ingrid’s influence, Astrid is able to
consider differing philosophies oflife for the first time. With each new environment, she
moves closer toward seeing her mother’s defects and acknowledging her mistakes.
Through a trailer in the desert, a bright teal residence in a suburban neighborhood,
an old brownstone, and a filthy and violent group home, Astrid learns about religion, sex,
hatred, love, and survival. By the time she reaches her final foster home—a hovel in the
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Hispanic projects—Astrid has transformed from the tender young girl who worshiped her
mother as a mysterious goddess to the hard-edged young woman who sees her mother as
a fallible human being.
Lily also struggles with accepting the truth about her past in The Secret Life of
Bees. For her entire life, Lily has viewed her mother as a beautiful, loving, faultless
individual. Her mother is the perfect foil for T. Ray, who tells his daughter that her
mother abandoned her and was merely returning home to get her things on the day Lily
accidentally shot her. “I could understand her leaving him,” Lily says. “But leaving me?
This would sink me forever”(40). Having placed Deborah on the pedestal of matriarchal
perfection, Lily refuses to believe her mother was anything but angelic, and she decides
T Ray made up the stories of abandonment to punish her.
However, later in the novel when August finally tells Lily about her past, she is
forced to truly see her mother for the first time. Overcome with feelings ofbetrayal.
sadness and anger, Lily learns that her mother married T. Ray because she was pregnant
with Lily. “Unwanted,” Lily thinks to herself. “I was an unwanted baby”(249). Her
fantasies crumbling, Lily sits quietly as she hears that after a few years ofstruggling to
make her marriage work, Deborah left both T. Ray and her daughter and came to Tiburon
to live with August, her own childhood caretaker.
Realizing the truth of her mother’s abandonment,Lily’s entire idea of her mother
falls apart. “I hate her,” she whispers(251). Her anger building, Lily says: “I’d spent my
life imagining all the ways she’d loved me, what a perfect specimen ofa mother she was.
And all of it was lies. I had completely made her up”(252).
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V. THE INTERNAL MOTHER
Helping her foster sister through labor, Astrid wonders at all the women crying
out for their mothers: “Drug addicts, shopaholics, cookie bakers.... women who let
them down, who failed to help them into womanhood, women who let their boyfriends
run a train on them. Bingers and purgers... women who asked, what’s in it for me?”
(403). Then Astrid realizes the screams aren’t for earthly mothers.
They wanted the real mother, the blood mother, the great womb, mother ofa
fierce compassion, a woman large enough to hold all the pain, to cany it away...
. mothers big enough, wide enough, for us to hide in, to sink down to the bottom
of, mothers who would breathe for us when we could not breathe anymore, who
would fight for us, who would kill for us, die for us.(404)
In White Oleander, The Secret Life ofBees and Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya
Sisterhood, three daughters, abandoned, neglected or abused by their own mothers, call
out to a higher power and receive love from the Universal Mother. While the Great
Mother fulfills a powerful, almost physically present role in both The Secret Life ofBees
and Divine Secrets, it is the discovery ofthe “Mother” within themselves that allows
Astrid, Lily and Sidda to move toward forgiveness and reconciliation with their earthly
mothers.
“Our Lady is not some magical being out there somewhere, like a fairy
godmother,” August tells Lily. “She’s not the statue in the parlor. She’s something inside
of you. ... You have to find a mother inside yourself. We all do. Even if we already have
a mother, we still have to find this part ofourselves inside” {Bees 288).
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In the final chapter ofLittle Altars, at her niece’s baptism, Sidda acknowledges
the “Lady” inside herself but refers to that strength in the infant fonn.‘1 have one main
rule for myself these days: Don 7 hit the baby. It means: Don’t hurt the baby that is me.
Don’t beat up on the little one who I’m learning to hold and comfort,the one I’m trying
to love no matter how raggedy she looks”(210).
Years later, by way ofthe Ya-Ya memorabilia book, Sidda is able to continue
moving toward forgiveness. “All life, all history happens in the body,” Sidda says as she
works her way through the tattered, yellowing pages. “I am learning about the woman
who carried me inside of hers ... Stretch me wide so that the divine secrets that lay
inside my mother, inside myself, inside the earth itself will find room enough in me to
bear fhiit”(202).
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CHAPTER 2: THE BIOLOGICAL MOTHER AND THE DAUGHTER’S
STRUGGLE FOR SELF-DEFINITION
Of motherhood and daughterhood, Adrienne Rich writes:
This cathexis** between mother and daughter—essential, distorted, misused—is
the great unwritten story. Probably there is nothing in human nature more
resonant with charges than the flow ofenergy between two biologically alike
bodies, one of which has lain in anmiotic bliss inside the other, one ofwhich has
labored to give birth to the other. The materials are here for the deepest mutuality
and the most painful estrangement.(225)
While the mythical Great Mother plays an important role in The Secret Life of
Bees, Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood and White Oleander, it is the relationships
between the daughters and their biological mothers—imperfect, passionate, unpredictable
women of pounding blood and tender flesh—^that serve as the true heart ofeach novel. A
fascinating paradox exists as the mother releases her child by giving birth, but at the same
time, leaves a portion of her own body within the new-bora offspring. Throughout the
novels, Sidda, Astrid and Lily struggle with self-definition as they grow apart from their
mothers. However,in becoming truly separate beings, each daughter must learn to
embrace the mother within.
I. PRIMACY OF THE MOTHER-DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIP
Ofthe relationships between mothers and children, Chodorow writes: “girls, like
boys, form their first love relationship, fantasies, sense ofself and gender, and modes of
love and desire through that relationship” {Femininities 82). However, Chodorow

the investment of emotional significance in an activity, object, or idea 2. the chaige of psychic energy so
invested
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suggests that the relationship has a powerful lingering effect for girls as they attempt to
create an “internal emotional dialogue with the mother*’(82),in other bonds throughout
I

their lives. She writes:
. . . [that daughters seek] to recreate directly the early infantile or oedipal
connection; to reconcile, rescue, or repair; to attack, incorporate, or reject; to
emancipate themselves or define themselves against her. I have yet to come
across any woman patient, or any narrative ... written from the daughter’s point
of view—among patients or writers of whatever sexual orientation and from
whatever cultural group—for whom in the broadest sense we could say that ‘love’
for a daughter’s mother was not central.”(Femininities 82)
In Divine Secrets, for example, although Sidda lives far away from Louisiana,
enjoys a successful career as a playwright and has a loving fiance, her mother remains a
central component of her life. She awakens one night in a cold sweat, believing that
Connor has died in his sleep beside her. “I know it,” Sidda says. “He has left me. He is
gone. Forever” (6). Sidda is so disturbed that she breaks her engagement.
Largely as a result of her volatile childhood and Vivi’s unpredictability, Sidda is
terrified oflosing the ones she loves in her adult life. Sidda’s good memories of her
mother—such as summers at Spring Creek when Vivi would stage dramatic rescues of
Petite Ya-Yas pretending to drown—are tempered by negative memories of Vivi’s
neglect and violence. “What would happen if you were drowning and Mama wasn’t
around to dive in and save you?” Sidda says while remembering the times Vivi
abandoned her family. “Say she simply went away. Like the time when you were little,
getting over bronchitis, and it wouldn’t stop raining. That time you went to the window
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again and again and she was not there. You were bad and she hit you, then just went
away”(36).
During Vivi’s long stay in the mental institution after she attacked her children,
Sidda and her siblings were passed fi*om household to household, no one telling them
what had happened to their mother. A series ofletters from Sidda to her mother reveal the
guilt, self-blame, fear and feelings ofabandonment Sidda developed during Vivi’s
absence. “Mama,I am so sorry we were bad and got you upset,” Sidda writes. “Buggy
said we are too much for you” {Divine Secrets 288). In other letters, Sidda becomes more
frustrated and angry: “THEY WON’T TELL ME WHEN YOU ARE COMING HOME.I
got mad. I sat in Caro’s lap and told her made-up stories about the people on Ed Sullivan.
I don’t want to talk about the people on Ed Sullivan. I hate Ed Sullivan. I hate
everybody”(291).
Sidda is no exception to the majority ofchildren who “first know both love and
disappointment”(Rich 11)through their mothers. Mystically beautiful, fiercely loving
and occasionally crazy, Vivi provides Sidda with her primary understanding oflove.
However, Vivi’s abandonment has an equally profound effect on her daughter, instilling a
fear in Sidda ofimpending loss and a lingering mistrust that threatens her engagement.
Therefore, it is only by revisiting her childhood, her mother’s childhood and their history
together that Sidda is able “to reconcile, rescue,[and] repair” her adult life and her
relationship with Connor.
In the Reproduction ofMothering, Chodorow explores the magnitude ofthe
mother-daughter bond from infancy: “The earliest relationship has been a relationship to
a mother, and the mother-infant bond has been intense and relatively exclusive”(58). In
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fact, the experiences of“satisfactory feeding and holding” are the practices that first
inform a child it is loved by a caring mother. Chodorow says that ifthese “aspects ofthe
maternal relationship are unsatisfactory,” a child will most likely feel rejected and
unloved or that he or she is someone who repels love(78).
In The Secret Life ofBees,for instance, Lily is motherless fi'om the time she is a
small toddler. As a result, Lily misses much ofthe “holding” associated with mothers and
daughters in the toddler stage of life. T. Ray’s housekeeper raises Lily and loves her
dearly, but having no power over T. Ray and being excluded fi'om Lily’s world by her
race, Rosaleen remains an unsatisfactory mother. Forced to work selling her father’s
peaches, Lily spends the majority of her childhood in a fiiiit stand on the side ofthe
highway—lonely and sad.
Later in the novel, when Lily finally confesses to August that she came to Tiburon
looking for answers about her mother, she breaks into sobs, a voice in her head mocking
her: “Fom are unlovable, Lily Owens. Unlovable. Who could love you? Who in this world
could ever love youT {Bees 242).
Because Lily’s early relationship with her mother was abruptly ended, her ability
to believe herself worthy oflove is damaged. Instead ofhugs and kisses informing her
she was a loved individual, Lily experienced evenings ofkneeling on Martha White grits,
suffering T. Ray’s uniquely cruel and frequent punishments.
However, after weeks in the Boatwright household, Lily seems to undergo a sort
of reincarnation, baptized in honey and reborn through the Holy Mother. In their own
mother-infant bond, August holds Lily close as she tells her the truth about Deborah.
“August slid up to the edge ofher chair and opened her arms ... I leaned into them, felt
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them close around me. One thing is beautiful beyond my words to say it: August holding
you”(238). Through August’s gentle love, Lily is able to begin to see herself as lovable,
giving her the self-respect and strength to face her father at the novel’s end.
The significance of motherhood and daughterhood is also at the core ofRich’s
work. Of Woman Bom. She writes:
I enter it as a woman who, bom between her mother’s legs, has time after time
and in different ways tried to return to her mother,to repossess her and be
repossessed by her, to find the mutual confirmation from and with another woman
that daughters and mothers alike hunger for, pull away from, make possible or
impossible for each other.(218)
Chodorow argues that the effect ofa person’s early relation to his or her
mother impacts relationships later in life. She writes: “On one psychological level, all
people who have experienced primary love and primary identification have some aspect
ofself that wants to recreate these experiences ...”(Reproduction 79).
The theme oftrying to return to the mother is present in the novels as the
daughters journey toward understanding their mothers, stmggling with the ambivalence
of wanting to escape from the mother’s influence, while at the same time, desperately
needing to “repossess” her. An intense desire exists to re-create the primary love first
found in the mother figure.
In Little Altars, for instance, Sidda wakes from a dream, her face streaked with
tears after dreaming of her mother. Her body feels “relaxed, loose, good,” as though she
has been able to reclaim the peace of womb-like perfection. Sidda says, “... I roll over in
bed and I’m 33 years older than in my dream, and I still want to hold Mama’s hands. I’m
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crying and Fm laughing and I still want my mother to come to me and take me in her
arms” (xii).
A particularly poignant image oftrying to repossess the mother exists in The
Secret Life ofBees as Lily attempts to connect to her deceased mother. Finding a box of
Deborah’s belongings, Lily is thrilled to have clues to her mother’s identity. She
compares their pictures, carefully noting the similarities. She stuffs one of her mother’s
gloves with cotton balls and sleeps with it through the night. Later, afraid T. Ray will
take the things from her, Lily buries the box in the orchard.“Now and then Fd go out
there and dig up the box,” Lily says. “I would lie on the ground ... wearing her gloves,
smiling at her photograph. I would study ‘Tiburon, S.C.’ on the back ofthe black Mary
picture ... I always promised myself one day, when I was grown-up enough,I would
take the bus over there. I wanted to go everyplace she had ever been”(14, 15). Even
though Lily has few memories of her mother, she does possess the desire to “re-create the
primary love” missing from her childhood,
n.THE “ISOLATED DYAD”
In their essay, “Fantasy ofthe Perfect Mother,” Nancy Chodorow and Susan
Contratto present the mother and child as an “isolated dyad”(62). In this image, the
mother and child are viewed as “physically and psychologically apart from the world,
existing within a magic(or cursed)circle”(62). This isolation, they say, accounts for a
mother’s powerful status in the eyes of her children: “Mother and child are on a
psychological desert island. Having only each other, each is continually impinging and
intruding on the other, and there is no possibility ofescape”(63).
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The uniquely potent and sometimes choking bond begins in infancy as a child’s
“mental and physical existence depends on its mother, and...[the infant] develops a self
only by convincing itselfthat it is in fact a separate being jfrom her... The infant comes
to define itself as a person through its relationship to her, by internalizing the most
important aspects oftheir relationship”(Chodoiow Reproduction 78).
The dyad between mother and child is clearly illustrated in the relationships
between Sidda and Astrid and their mothers. Although very different women, both Vivi
and Ingrid possess such overwhelming personalities, that their daughters are isolated on a
“psychological desert island,”so overshadowed by their mother’s personalities that they
are unable to find their own identity.
In Divine Secrets, the Ya-Yas create a kind ofphysical manifestation ofthe
isolating dyad each summer when they take their children to a cabin at the nearby Spring
Creek for the summer. While their husbands remain in town to work,the four women
lounge on the banks, covered in oil and gleaming like goddesses. “In our summer world
at Spring Creek, we plotted against the men, made fun ofthem, listened to our mothers as
they did imitations ofour fathers around the campfire”(34).
Thus, separate from the patriarchal world. Spring Creek provides an opportunity
for more intense bonding between child and mother, as the daughters are able to see their
mothers in a new, freer manner. Under the hypnotic spell ofcreek water and sun, Sidda
says,“My mother was a beautiful swimmer. Her stroke was the Australian crawl.
Watching Mama swim was like watching a woman who knew how to waltz perfectly,
only her partner was not a man, but creek watef’(31).
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However, while Sidda is happily separated from the world in the haven ofthe
creek, Vivi’s commanding personality isolates her daughter in the larger worid. Vivi
constantly demands attention from her environment, and Sidda often remains in the
shadows, afraid of upstaging her mother. For instance, when Sidda realizes as a young
girl that her mother’s name is the root of many other words in the dictionary
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immediately flips through the pages to find words relating to her own name.
Disappointed when “sissified” is the closet word she can find, Sidda is also strangely
relieved. “Somewhere guilt developed whenever I seemed to eclipse Mama in any little
way,” Sidda says. “Even winning a spelling bee made me worry, because I never trusted
that I could shine without obliterating her”(33).
Chodorow writes that fear and guilt over surpassing one’s mother are more
frequently found in females than in males and that these feelings “are as likely to limit
female autonomy, pleasure, and achievement as any cultural mandate” {Feelings 89,90).
“Several of my patients, for instance,” Chodorow says, “fear that ifthey make their own
choices or act on their own desires, they will destroy their mother”(114).
When Sidda directs her first professional play, for example, she invites Vivi to the
performance and the following cast party. She desperately wants her mother’s approval
but is fearful of Vivi’s reaction to Sidda being the focus of attention. Vivi comes to the
party wearing Teensy’s fiirs and brandishing her own sterling-silver flask full ofJack
Daniel’s. Although Sidda makes a valiant effort to make Vivi feel important by
introducing her to the guests, the two become separated. A short time later, Vivi is
horribly drunk and calls out to Sidda in a loud, slurred voice, “They should not allow
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children to direct.... Who gave you permission to direct a play, anyway?”{Divine
Secrets 180).
A night intended for Sidda to relax and enjoy her success ends in embarrassment,
shame and guilt. Sidda has tried to break away and find her own circle oflight, but Vivi
destroys her effort. “Oh, Doll,” a fiiend says to Sidda after Vivi leaves,“the Church is
wrong. Despair is not the worst ofthe cardinal sins. Jealousy is. It’s more complex”
(181).
in. THE NECESSITY OF CONFRONTATION
Numerous other painful events occur in the lives ofeach character, but despite
their raw emotions, the daughters rarely allow themselves to express anger at their
mothers. In The Power ofFeelings, Chodorow discusses a patient’s intense fear of
experiencing anger toward her mother. She writes:
J is terrified of her own anger and is also fearful of mine. Women’s anger, as J
tells it, destroys absolutely. There is no surviving it. Mothers can destroy children,
and children can destroy mothers. J worries that her own rage destroyed her
mother and that she might destroy me.... By contrast, men’s anger is sudden,
violent, and explosive, but when it is all over, you are still there.(79)
In order to achieve a separate identity from her mother, however, a daughter
often must experience anger—must revolt, struggle, rebel—in order to ever create a break
strong enough to allow her the opportunity for escape. Chodorow writes:
Before she can fiilly develop extrafamilial commitments,therefore, a girl must
confront her entanglement in familial relationships themselves. It is not
surprising, then that... the pubertal/adolescent transition is more difficult and
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conflictual for girls than for boys, and that issues during this period concern a
girl’s relationship to her mother. {Reproduction 135)
Psychoanalyst Helen Deutsch describes the various ways adolescent girls use to
“effect their individuation and independence”(qtd. m Reproduction 137). A girl
struggling for her own identity might become extremely critical ofher own family,
especially finding fault with her mother. During this time, many girls will even idolize
the mother ofa firiend, a female teacher or characters in the media and use these figures
as a point ofcomparison to their own mothers. Doitsch writes that a girl will attempt to
solve these ambivalent feelings by “splitting the good and bad aspects ofobjects; her
mother and home represent bad, the extrafamilial world, good”(137). Deutsch explains
why in every way, a girl might try to be opposite fi'om her mother:
In this case [the daughter’s] solution again involves defensive splitting, along with
projection, introjection, and the creation ofarbitrary boundaries by negative
identification.(I am what she is not). In both cases she has fled to intense
identification-idealization-object loves, tiying to merge herself with anyone other
than her mother . ..” {Reproduction 137).
As a child in Little Altars, Sidda enters a phase in which she is obsessed with the
church. Going to confession daily, she agonizes over every thought, and even begins
committing acts of self-mortification such as sleeping on the floor without a blanket or
pinching her stomach.
During this time, Sidda idolizes the family ofa fiiend, a poorer family with a
simple and meager existence. Offering a detailed narration of Vivi’s weekly hair routine
and salon choice, Sidda views her mother as overly obsessed with her looks and wishes
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she were more like Mrs. Williams, a woman with stringy, oily hair, whose home is “poor
and holy” (84). “I am so jealous ofthe fact that they all got named after saints,” Sidda
says.“Do you think Mama gave a damn about saints’ names when it came to us?”(84).
Visiting the Williams, Sidda is fascinated by the rationed food, crowded bedrooms and
cold floors. “. .. I knock off days in Purgatory right and left,just by spending the night in
that wood frame house,” Sidda says(85). Although Sidda’s infatuation with the
Williamses is immature and only part ofa passing stage, it signals early attempts to break
free from her mother’s influence.
In White Oleander, once Astrid is separated from her mother, she begins the
journey toward selfhood partially by embracing—even if subconsciously—anything and
everything her mother would hate. Knowing Ingrid despises the church, Astrid becomes a
baptized, scripture quoting, cross-wearing member ofthe Truth Assembly of Christ
Church.
Ingrid is outraged and writes a vehement letter to her daughter:“ARE YOU OUT
OF YOUR MIND?? You may not 1)be baptized, 2)call yourselfa Christian
not sign your letters‘ bom again in Christ!

. You will

(74). Although she expounds extensively

on the free, poetic lifestyle and the importance ofliving by one’s own rules, Ingnd only
wants Astrid to be free if it is her own version offreedom. With harsh words and insults.
Ingrid continues trying to control and mold her daughter from prison, but with her
entrance into the first foster home, Astrid begins to rebel.
When Astrid becomes infatuated with her foster mother’s middle-aged boyfriend.
Ingrid uncharacteristically provides sound advice in telling her daughter to stay away
from the older man. However, her controlling way of delivering the advice only makes
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Astrid more determined to follow her own wishes,‘^ever lie down for the fether,” Ingrid
writes. “I forbid it, do you understand?” But Ingrid says:“You couldn’t stop it. Mother.I
didn’t have to listen to you anymore”(94).
In her second foster home, Astrid further separates from her mother with the
idolization of an alternate mother figure—Olivia Johnstone—a richly sensuous, black
woman smelling ofrosemary and Ma Griffe perfume. With plush leather armchairs, a
velvet couch, botanical prints, decorative paperweights and stacks ofbooks, Olivia’s
house is the exact opiX)site ofIngrid’s sparse style. Astrid says: “I could feel my mother’s
contemptuous gaze falling on the cluttered surfaces, but I was tired ofthree white flowers
in a glass vase. There was more to life than that”(140).
Olivia funds her luxurious lifestyle by working as a prostitute, “laying down for
the fathers” to support her expensive tastes. Astrid learns lessons contradicting her
mother’s life philosophies as Olivia tells her that the world belongs to men.“Don’t fight
the world,” Olivia says. “Your carpenter fiiend,'^ he didn’t fight the wood, did he? He
made love to it, and what he made was beautiful”(143).
Astrid compares Olivia’s advice with the way her own mother approaches life and
is enthralled to discover another way ofliving. “My mother fought the wood, hacking at
it, trying to slam it into place with a hammer,” Astrid says. “She considered it the essence
of cowardice not to”(143). Imagining herself like Olivia, traveling the world with
various lovers, Astrid revolts against her mother’s way of life. “Yes, Mother,I would lie
down for the father, gladly,” she says(148). Composing a letter to her mother about
Olivia, Astrid tells herself, “You’re not the only beauty in the world. Mother. There is
burnished teak as well as alabaster, rippling mahogany as well as silk. ... The world
13

Ray—the older man Astrid had an affair with in her first foster home
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parts for Olivia, it lies down at her feet, where you hack through it like a thorn forest”
(154).
A former-actress serves as Astrid’s next mother. Living in a stylish brownstone,
Claire Richards is old movies, classy designer sweaters and the closest thing to
unconditional love Astrid has ever known. However, as the insecure housewife with a
husband frequently away on business, Claire is also incredibly fragile and constantly
battling depression.
While Astrid enjoys the most normal life she has ever known with Claire—art
lessons, shopping sprees and family vacations—she also becomes fiercely protective of
the older woman.“She was transparent, heartbreaking,” Astrid says after watching
Claire’s films. “I would be afraid to be so vulnerable. I’d spent the last three years trying
to build up some kind ofa skin, so I wouldn’t drip with blood every time I bmshed up
against something. She was naked, she peeled herselfdaily”(235). Nevertheless, Astnd
values Claire’s difference from her own mother and tries to protect her from Ingrid.
However, in a desperate effort to regain control over her daughter’s life, Ingrid
discovers a way to destroy her life with Claire. Through a series ofdeceptive letters, she
persuades Claire to bring Astrid to the prison for a visit. Forcing Astrid to leave her alone
with Claire, Ingrid then convinces the fragile woman that her husband is having an affair.
Later, Ingrid says to Astrid: “I’d rather see you in the worst kind offoster hell than with a
woman like that. ... What are you going to learn from a woman like that?...How to
pine artistically? Twenty-seven names for tears?.. . All I can say is, keep your bags
packed”(254). Shortly after the visit, Claire commits suicide.
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Unable to stand the fact that Astrid is becoming a separate person, Ingrid uses her
cruel, manipulative talents to demolish her daughter’s world.“Shejust wanted
possession,” Astrid says ofher mother.“She thought if she could kill Claire, she would
get me back, so she could erase me some more”(293).
Yet, in direct contrast to Ingrid’s intention, Claire’s death serves as a kind offinal
blow in separating Astrid fi'om her mother. “IfI could think of myselfas worthwhile for a
second, it was because Claire made me think so,” Astrid says. “IfI could contemplate a
future at all, it was because she believed there was one. Claire had given me back the
world” (283). After the suicide, Astrid seems to lose the part ofherself holding onto her
mother- the part of herself hoping that Ingrid might actually love her. Staring out the
window as she is driven away, Astrid says: “I didn’t give a damn what happened to me
now”(296).
In her next foster home, Astrid creates a physical representation ofher angry,
emerging separate identity. She cuts up years-worth ofletters from her mother into single
words and composes a poem: “It sickens me to think of you /a prevalence ofvoid .../an
overblown sense of his own importance. A wish you were dead /forget about you..../a
liability to love /forget you /Ingrid Magnussen.. . /fiick you insane person.../my gas
tanks marked FULL^"*”(353-355).
While Astrid was often afraid to assert her own ideas while living in Ingrid’s
shadow, her separation from her mother has allowed her to “effect [the] individuation and
independence” Chodorow says is necessary for a girl to develop an identity away from
her mother. With each new environment, Astrid has become increasingly critical of her

The poem spans three p>ages and often contains only one word per line. For the sake ofclarity, I have
grouped some of the lines together. For the original form, see the text.
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mother, “splitting the good and bad aspects ofobjects” with each new situation. Starr,
Olivia, Claire—each woman offered Astrid someone with whom to “merge herself” if
only for a moment, in the process ofescaping Ingrid’s grasp.
Nearing the end of her time in foster care, Astrid visits her mother in prison for
the last time to discuss Ingrid’s coming appeal. Having finally removed her mother from
the goddess pedestal, Astrid now feels empowered to demand a truth not clothed in poetic
language or elaborate philosophy. Icily calm, Astrid offers to lie about Ingrid’s
innocence in exchange for information about her father and her childhood.
Although she desperately needs Astrid’s testimony to assure her freedom, Ingrid
asks what will happen if she doesn’t answer her daughter’s questions. “...I tell the tmth
and you can rot in here until you die,” Astrid says without feeling (420). Finally, Ingrid
agrees to talk, and begins telling her daughter about her past. As the conversation grows
cruelly honest, Astrid learns that Ingrid left her father and later refused to let him be a
part of her life.
“You never thought maybe I’d like a father,” Astrid says, and stmggling to make
excuses, Ingrid reverts to her private philosophy: “In ancient times there were no fathers.
Women copulated with men in the fields, and their babies came nine months later.
Fatherhood is a sentimental myth, like Valentine’s Day”(424).
Astrid also learns that because her mother couldn’t cope with having a child,
Ingrid left her at a neighbor’s house for almost a year. “You should have been sterilized,”
Astrid says to her mother(428). Pleading for understanding, Ingrid says: “I could have
left you there, but I didn’t. Don’t you understand? For once, I did the right thing. For
you”(428).
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For the first time, Ingrid’s stone-like persona begins to crumble as she realizes the
effect of her actions on her daughter. Using anger, affection, bribery and sarcasm,Ingrid
employs all her tools to try to control Astrid’s reactions, but for once, Astnd is free from
her mother’s influence.
“I was supposed to forgive her now, but it was too late,” Astrid says. “I would not
say my line. ‘Bully. For. You’”(428).
Although her words are harsh, Astrid must allow herselfto honestly expenence
this anger and resentment toward her mother before reconciliation can ever occur.
In finding the strength to confront her mother and honestly express her emotions,

Astrid

“opens the eyes” of her mother and creates—^however small—^an opportumty for heahng.
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CONCLUSION:THE NECCESITY OF RECONCILIATION
“Mothers and daughters have always exchanged with each other—beyond the verbally
transmitted lore offemale survival—a knowledge that is subliminal, subversive,
preverbal: the knowledge flowing between two alike bodies, one ofwhich has spent nine
months inside the other”(Rich 220).

Rich says that by writing Of Woman Bom,she is admitting “how important pier
mother’s] existence is and has been...”(224)Continuing to examine her own
adolescence. Rich writes:
It was not enough to understand our mothers; more than ever, in the effort to
touch our own strength as women, we needed iheai. The cry ofthat female child
within us need not be shameful or regressive; it is the germ ofour desire to create
a world in which strong mothers and strong daughters will be a matter ofcourse.
We need to understand this double vision or we shall never understand ourselves.
. . . Before sisterhood, there was the knowledge—^transitory, fragmented, perhaps,
but original and crucial—of motherhood-and-daughterhood.(225)
Throughout the novels, Sidda, Astrid and Lily learn many lessons about mothers.
Accepting their mothers as flawed beings, they leam that Vm,Ingrid and Deborah are
not goddesses, but that it is possible to love them an)rway. In times ofloneliness, hunger,
sorrow, confusion and anger, they leam that a greater mothering power watches over
them, and that this mythical power resides within themselves and in the body of women
around them. They leam that imperfection is everywhere, and that it can be beautiful.
And although separation and heartache occur, the daughters leam that conflict is often the
beginning of understanding, self-discovery and resolution.
Karen Elias-Button writes:
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To the daughter, the mother represents ‘the childhood she must move away from
as well as the adulthood she must journey toward and eventually accept.’ Thus,
the daughter’s sense ofself depends on identifying both with and against the
mother.
At its most obsessive, this ambivalent relationship absorbs the daughter’s
attention, shapes her consciousness, and directs her life.(qtd. in Rosenman 14)
In The Secret Life ofBees and Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood, two girls imdergo
a struggle for identity “both with and against” their mothers, each daughter breaking free
as she learns to love herself and returning to the motherly embrace as she forgives.
For instance, while the devastating truth of her mother’s abandonment might have
permanently destroyed Lily at the novel’s beginning, it proves no match to the strength
and tenderness of August’s love. Serving as a bridge for reconciliation between Lily and
her deceased mother, August tries to help Lily understand.“When your mother got here
to Tiburon, she was practically skin and bone.. . . All she did was cry for a week. Later
on we called it a nervous breakdown ...”(252).
Lily remembers her mother’s return three months later: “T. Ray had told me she
came back for her things. But she’d come back for me,too.... If only we’d made it. ... I
wanted to pound my fists against something, to scream at my mother for getting caught,
for not packing faster, for not coming sooner”(254).
Tucking Lily into bed for the night, August says: “Every person on the face ofthe
earth makes mistakes, Lily. Every last one. We’re all so human. Your mother made a
terrible mistake, but she tried to fix it. ... There is nothing perfect. ... There is only life”
(256). Later, after Lily has had time to grieve over the lost image of her mother and begin
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to accept the truth, August gives her a box with some of her mother’s things. Inside, Lily
finds a picture of herselfas a baby being fed by her mother. Filled with tenderness, Lily
says; “I didn’t care about anything on this earth except the way her fece was tipped
toward mine, our noses just touching, how wide and gorgeous her smile was, like
sparklers going off. She had fed me with a tiny spoon. She had rubbed her nose against
mine and poured her light on my face”(275).
Finally, under the careful protection ofthe Boatwright sisters, Lily is strong
enough to view her mother not as a perfect savior, but as a fallible human being, and
although Deborah did fail her in many ways, Lily accepts the photograph as a small sign
that her mother truly loved her.
In Divine Secrets, Sidda is able to use the memorabilia book to enjoy a journey
into Vivi’s past, and in doing so, she grasps a rare understanding ofher mother that more
easily facilitates forgiveness and acceptance. For instance, Sidda learns that her
grandmother ripped a sixteen-year-old Vivi away from her friends and family and
enrolled her in an extremely strict Catholic girls school where Vivi became violently ill.
Wells writes: “Sidda frowned as she pictured the young Vivi wrenched from her tender
sisterhood and deposited like damaged freight at a convent school. As she carefully
folded the letters back into their envelopes, she longed to fold the sixteen-year-old Vivi
into her arms and comfort her”(201).
As a child, Sidda suffered innumerable abuses, but thanks to the Ya-Yas’ loving
intervention and the eternal care ofthe Great Mother, Sidda finds the strength and
compassion to forgive her mother, loving Vivi for the unpredictable, melodramatic,
glamorous woman she is. After making love with Connor, Sidda holds a glass of
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champagne to the moonlight and reminisces on riding Lawanda the elephant with her
mother:“My mother is not the Holy Lady ... My mother’s love is not perfect. My
mother’s love is good enough. My lover’s love is good enough. Maybe I am good
enough”(327).
Wells describes the night of Sidda’s wedding to Connor at the end oiDivine
Secrets:
From her perch on the crescent ofthe harvest moon,the Holy Lady looked
down and smiled at her imperfect children. The angels attending her that night felt
little twdnges oflonging to be in human form... They wanted to rock,they
wanted to roll, they wanted to feel the peculiarly human feeling ofhaving a
perfect night in an imperfect world
So it is when an umbilical cord oflove flows up from the earth and down from
the sky. ...They told each other it felt like some kind ofspell had been put on
them. . . .
To this the Blessed Mother only winked. To this she would only say,‘Them that
know don’t tell; and them that tell don’t know.’...
For Siddalee Walker, the need to understand had passed, at least for the
moment. All that was left was love and wonder.(356).
While the endings to The Secret Life and Divine Secrets are both pleasingly
decisive and assure reconciliation. White Oleander comes to a more hesitant conclusion.
At the novel’s end, Astrid has stopped believing that her mother ever loved her. During
her final conversation with Ingrid, she learns she was kept away from a father who tried
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to be a part of her life and later abandoned for over a year. However,she also discovers
the existence of ra^v, human emotions in the seemingly impenetrable Ingrid.
In frustration, Ingrid yells: “Yes,I was in love with him, all right? I was in love
with him and baby makes three and all that jazz, and then we had you and I woke up one
morning married to a weak, selfish man, and I couldn’t stand him. And you, you just
wanted, wanted, wanted. Mommy Mommy Mommy until I thought I would throw you
against the wall”(427).
Astrid looks into her mother’s past and sees a scared, yoimg woman suffering
from a broken heart in place ofthe mystical, emotionally callous creature that ruled her
childhood. In turn, Ingrid sees what her selfishness and cruelty have done to her daughter,
and feels remorse for the first time.

CC4

You were never like this before.

Ingrid says.

4C4

You’re so hard. . . . You’ve lost yourself, your dreaminess, that tender quality...I
wanted you to be strong, but intact. .. Not this devastation. You’re like a bomb site. You
frighten me’”(428, 429).
Ingrid’s words are sincere, but Astrid is too untrusting to believe her and remains
unforgiving. She says, “So, how does it feel, knowing I don’t give a damn anymore?...
That I’ll do an>i;hing to get what I want. Even lie for you, I won’t blink an eye. I’m like
you now, aren’t I? I look at the world and ask what’s in it for me”(431).
Shaking her head, Ingrid replies that she would give anything to have Astrid back
the way she was. “Then tell me you don’t want me to testify,” Astrid says. “... Tell me
you would sacrifice the rest of your life to have me back the way I was”(431).
Astrid panics as soon as the request leaves her lips, realizing too late that she
doesn’t want to hear the answer. She knows what Ingrid will say and simply cannot
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withstand hearing it. Thus, when Ingrid quietly gives her agreement, Astrid is in
disbelief.
I knew I had heard her but I didn’t believe it. I waited for something, to make
me believe it was true.
My mother came back to me then, put her arms around me, rested her cheek
against my hair. Although I knew it was impossible, I could smell her violets. ‘If
you could go back, even partway, I would give anything,’ she said into my ear.
Her large hands gently stroked my hair. It was all I ever really wanted,that
revelation. The possibility offixed stars.(432)
In promising Astrid she won’t have to testify in spite oftheir earlier agreement,
Ingrid provides a way for her daughter to forgive her. In that moment at the prison, Astrid
is also able to “come back” to her mother for a brief moment of hope.
In the novel’s final chapter, Astrid is living in Berlin with Paul Trout, a boy she
met in the foster-care system. Paul is a struggling artist, and the two are incredibly poor,
but in love. Ingrid—thanks to her increasing fame as the innocent, victimized poet—^has
been acquitted and is deciding between newly offered teaching positions at colleges
around the country. Ingrid writes frequently, trying to convince her daughter to join her
back in the States.
cc

To be my mother’s daughter again,” Astrid says. “... To be lost in the tide of her
music again. . . . How would I dare? It had taken me this long to be free ofher shadow, to
breathe on my own, even ifin this singed-hair space-heater in Europe”(442). The novel
leaves the reader with the impression that although Astrid now allows herselftender
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memories of her mother and works toward forgiving her,^^ she has experienced too much
to return to her previous life. Astrid has reconciled herself with her mother and
acknowledges her continued presence in her life, but as opposed to Lily and Sidda, Astrid
recognizes that her happiness will exist in remaining separate from her mother. Thinking
of her mother and California, she says:
In the dark palmprint, I could see my blurred image, but also my mother’s free
shimmering on a rooftop over an unknowable city, talking to the three-quarter
moon. I wanted to hear what she was saying. I wanted to smell that burnt
midnight again, I wanted to feel that wind. It was a secret wanting, like a song I
couldn’t stop humming, or loving someone I could never have. No matter where I
went, my compass pointed west. I would always know what time it was in
California.(446)

15

As a unique kind of therapy, Astrid spends her days making detailed dioramas inside antique suitcases
one for each foster home and one for her mother. She refers to them as her museum.
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